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A Brief History of Time with the Karatu Meteorite
Martin Horejsi

The 2020 pandemic has made most of us consider our mortality, and sadly, many discovering it firsthand.
As a young (or old) 57 years of walking this planet, I’ve had a partner in Karatu, a meteorite that fell in my
birth year of 1963 on the opposite side of the world. Both Karatu and I were non-existent on earth the year
prior, and since our arrival, we have lived through many changes including the moon landing, Mars rovers,
and now a global pandemic.
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Although I was a December baby, Karatu was born a quarter earlier on September 11th, 1963, in a
witnessed fireball that landed near Arusha, Tanzania. Now I’ll admit, I was not familiar with Arusha, but a
quick virtual spin of Google Earth taught me enough about the location that it is now on my ever-growing list
of places I’d like to see firsthand. And luckily it’s close to other entries on my travel bucket list including
Kilimanjaro and the Serengeti. Here’s the text from the popup in Google Earth:

“Arusha is a city in East Africa’s Tanzania, located at the base of volcanic Mt. Meru. It’s a gateway to safari
destinations and to Africa’s highest peak, 5,895m Mt. Kilimanjaro, lying some 100 kilometers northeast. To
the west lies Serengeti National Park, home to wildlife including lions, rhinoceros, giraffes and leopards.
Annual migrations feature huge herds of wildebeests crossing its plains.”
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As an LL6, Karatu brought us a complex and exciting matrix filled with criss-crossing black shock veins,
brassy inclusions, and sparkly metal flake reminiscent of the St. Michel, Finland fall. The dirty-snow patina
of Karatu is a bright show of meteorite surface reflectance that offers a well-lit inspection into what I
consider a youthful stone. A scant 2.22kg of Karatu fell from the sky, and most of it remains, according to
the Catalogue of Meteorites, within the borders of Tanzania. London holds 153g, and 35g are in the
Smithsonian. Oh, and there are 5.5 grams of Karatu in Montana, USA.
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A slice of the St. Michel meteorite. St. Michel fell in 1910.

Collecting meteorites puts our fingerprints on history. We curate the stones and irons as they transcend
time to becoming part of the lives of future scientists and collectors. That’s how we write our own chapter in
our own way into the meteorite’s story. So many have come before us, and many will follow. Pandemic or
not, we all have a limited time here. The meteorites, however, are patient and will wait forever. And when
our sun goes supernova in half a dozen billion years, the atoms of all the meteorites will be there, calmly,
patiently, waiting to again mix with ours.
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So as 2021 begins, I’ll enjoy a moment of peace with a pleasant, quiet, LL6 that has been my earthly
companion even though we never met in person until earlier this century. Of course Karatu is still a 4,600
million year old stone, just to put things into a bigger perspective. And speaking of perspective, have a
closer look at that St. Michel image above in case you didn’t notice Karatu the first time.

Until next time….
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Almost the Whole Story of a Big Chondrite
James Tobin

I don’t add very many meteorites to my collection anymore. Maybe five or six meteorites a year. Of that
number, a couple of meteorites are stones I partner with Jason Phillips to buy and get classified. Just as the
virus was getting going in March 2020, we arranged to purchase a 15kg stone. It would be the largest piece
in my collection once cut in half. I have stones in the 2-3 kg range but, this would be a size jump for the
collection. Soon as we made the arrangements on the stone the world shut down; nothing was getting
shipped. I tried not to think about the stone that was stuck far away. Two or three months passed and like
an itch wanting to be scratched, I would think about the stone occasionally and fight the impulse to call and
ask “where is the stone!” Eventually, the stone did arrive. We sent it off for cutting because it was too large
to fit any of my saws.

Meteorites are always just a little mysterious. They can seem sound and strong only to reveal hidden
cracks. And that was certainly the case with this stone. Jason and I had wanted to get one slice of the stone
to go along with our halves. But those slices turned into a single major piece for each of us and a bunch of
smaller pieces that fell apart on cracks. It would have been the same if I had modified a saw and figured out
how to get it cut at my lab. But who doesn’t like a jigsaw puzzle? Many of the pieces fit together very tightly,
which offered us the option of supergluing them together. I don’t do this ever. But this time, it seemed
somehow ok since we were keeping the slices ourselves. I had to grind and polish the pieces since they
were rough from the saw anyway. Grinding off the little bit of glue was not much extra work. So Jason sent
his slice pieces to me to finish for him. I did the work immediately and had his slice in the mail back to him.
As of this writing, his slice is still lost in the mail tragically. It is in his local post office building somewhere,
but they can not find it.

I had the half stone to figure out. It had to be ground and polished or maybe just ground smooth and not
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polished. But it could not stay as it was rough on the cut face. I would have to put it on a slab and grind it
like a telescope mirror with loose abrasive grit until it was nice and smooth. I could put it in the 28-inch
vibrating lap, but I have never done meteorites with that machine. I dislike the idea of them lying in a water
slurry for days and days on their face.

There was a smaller mass of the stone weighing 429.5 grams, and since my “half” was lighter I had gotten it
that stone the split of the material. Many smaller pieces were also generated in the cutting. I wanted to
make thin sections from some of them.

Pictured here is the outside of the 429.5 grams stone. Easily seen are the bumps of the chondrules with
which the meteorite is rich.

I suppose I should start talking about the stone itself. First, it has very little metal. Second, it has wall to wall
chondrules. The chondrules are not smashed against each other. There is some groundmass between
them, but they are prolific, thousands visible across the surface of the half stone. Third, the chondrules are
well defined. With the naked eye, they appear to have crisp edges. We were certainly thinking of type 3
when we bought the stone using the pictures supplied by the owner. We desired to have the stone
classified to the subtype this time for the fun of it.
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The repaired and polished full slice of the meteorite shows the small amount of metal it contains. Some
weathered spots of troilite also can be seen in this image.

There was some fresh fusion crust on one area of the stone with great flight marks. Both Jason and I
agreed the fair thing was to have the stone cut so we could both get some of the nice fusion crust on our
half. As big as this stone is, it’s clear from the large broken surfaces there was much more originally. From
what I have seen in my life, meteorites break pretty easily when they smack into the ground. A 100% fusion
crusted stone is seen less often than stones with a chipped spot in the fusion crust. Our 15kg stone had
whole sides missing.
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The small patch of fusion crust that was on the 429.5 gram stone is shown above. It is this writer’s opinion
that this small stone is not an individual but a broken off fragment of a very large stone of which we only have
a 15kg large mass.

So a supply of this material is still in the desert or already found waiting for someone else to buy. Will they
get their piece classified too? Well, that has been a problem over the last three decades. Some number
(and I think it is significant) of the meteorites listed in the Meteorite Bulletin Database are redundant. Some
of the database entries are multiple times redundant. Al Haggounia 001 for instance, has nearly twenty
different numbers and names. And for years it had several different classifications. A situation I am happy to
say, finally resolved with it no longer being called an Aubrite.

I do not ever intend to sell this big half stone. But selling is the motivation many times for getting a number
and making your stone official. Classified meteorites generally sell for more money. Also, you have at least
the feeling you are somehow more in control of the distribution and the information about the meteorite. But
the reality is not quite that good. Some meteorites are so distinctive that they get sold as additional masses
of a stone another dealer or collector has gotten classified just by their appearance. Not a terribly
troublesome thing if the additional masses came from exactly the same location. More stones are often
found with subsequent hunting. Accusations of visual pairing and number stealing have happened
occasionally over the years. But, the idea of getting every stone classified from every location is absurd.
There will never be available laboratory resources for that. There is also the problem of intensive hunting at
a single spot which recovers more than just the one fall. Other older, and different falls may be recovered
and often mixed together causing confusion and misidentification. There is no deliberate deception involved
in this case. In sorting and working with thousands of NWA869 stones over the last two decades I have
found a few dozen stones that are mixed in which are not NWA869. They were likely found in the same
location for they are the same among themselves. They are not brecciated and have a different color when
cut. But from the outside they were similar enough to be thrown into the one box in the field.

If the stones from the various falls at the same location are also the same type then the problem of which is
which can almost not be unraveled. The Franconia area of Arizona is such a situation. Two nearly identical
ordinary chondrites are found in the same area. It is a desert so weathering changes occur over long
periods of time. Visually the stones are nearly the same. Only laboratory testing for terrestrial age can
definitively determine which fall name is correct for a stone found in the overlap area of that dense
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collection zone. A zone that includes several other falls of various types.

I just usually want to know for sure what my nice stone is. That requires sending it to someone at a
laboratory. I doubt very much that this large stone fell alone. There is likely much more of it and it may
already be classified. Perhaps classified several times. The equipment is sophisticated today and the
procedures far more uniform and accepted from lab to lab. One might expect that the stone would receive
the same classification every time it was submitted to a lab. But that too is not the case. Stones just do not
always come that uniformally composed. They are often borderline between two types.

Sometimes as we desire with this stone they are classified to the fractional type stage. A meteorite could be
analyzed and found to be a type 3 at one lab doing a basic classification. It could be classified as a type 3.2
at another lab and maybe a type 3.2-3.4 at a third lab. These could be all the same meteorite. The
classifications make it appear that they are different. Find and or purchase dates might widely vary. One-
piece might have been bought in 2010 from a box at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show and classified
immediately while another piece might wait ten years in the same box to be bought in 2020 and classified
even later. This is why knowing the exact location and the circumstances of the find are so important.
Truthfully providing that information is the best way to reunite stones with closely similar classifications as
being members of the same fall. But for marketing reasons, locations are often missing for the stones and it
becomes a “bought at Tucson” or it came from “insert country name here.” Or as was the case in the late
1990’s “I found it but I am not going to tell you where except by code. I will release a key for decrypting the
location in the future.” Which may never happened and the exact find location of hundreds of meteorites will
remain “secret” to us who bought them expecting to know someday where they came from. The result of all
this is resources are expended on classifying the same material over and over. I don’t think there is an
answer to this. I want my own number and so do others. I do not know if anyone else has classified a piece
of this big meteorite so I must get it done. I don’t want my number being used for some other stone. I do not
want to just use someone else’s number for a stone that looks very similar. I don’t want a supplier in some
other country selling me a stone and then waiting until I get a number for it so he can then sell the balance
of the material found at the same spot as a classified stone without going to the expense himself of getting
the classification. These irritating things do happen often enough. This can be a big money thing when it is
a lunar or martian meteorite where the classification work costs many hundreds of dollars to get done. But I
think we all know that there are not hundreds of lunar meteorites that all look the same. We know there are
a few with a lot of different numbers from redundant classifying. There is a positive side occasionally. Some
new and different lunar meteorites have been discovered because of the testing of so many stones. They
look nearly identical but some have turned out to be different and this is a fantastic happenstance. Just as a
side note a stone can be classified by two different labs because the samples sent were different. It has
happened with eucrite/howardite stones at least once I know of. They were classified as each of those
meteorite types by labs because one sample of the stone had slightly more of one mineral than the other
and was called Howardite while the sample at the other lab was slightly more eucritic and got Eucrite. I
don’t want to get even started on the problems of sending only one lithology of a brecciated stone with say
three lithologies. There is often the desire to send the necessary small sample but sometimes sending too
little can bite you on the backside later.

So a fragment of our stone is sitting in a lab waiting for a thin section to be made. As of this writing, it has
been about eleven weeks since the specimen was sent to the thin section maker. I am about a month away
from the publication date as I write this, and hope is failing that I will have results back from the classifier
about this stone by the time this issue of the magazine is released. So I took three of the small fragments
and went to my lab. I used a couple of them as they were and sliced two into 1.5 mm slices just basically
butterflied them. I ground and polished one side of each and mounted them on glass slides. I ground and
polished them into five finished thin sections very close to 30 microns. They need a smidge more off. But
they work ok for now until I have time to get back to them. I enjoy doing this with the meteorites I send off for
classification. It makes a nice addition to my collection having thin sections of the meteorites that I solely
own.



Is this stone a type three? I don’t know, I think it could be. I hope it will be an LL3 since it has so little metal
and the chondrules vary in size so much. Seems like those are two easy visual features LL3 often have. I
will include a few extreme close up images here for your enjoyment. They were taken from my thin sections.
I must continue waiting forever for the thin section for the classifier to be made.
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I am going to have to make some kind of a stand to display the half stone. I think one made of iron is the
way to go. But where to put it. I am about out of room in my office. I may have to put some items away in
order to make room. As I write this I don’t know if the stand will be made before the issue is released. If it is I
guess I will have to do a rewrite and insert an image. That is one of the interesting aspects of writing for a
magazine that comes out often. There is the need to write early to make the deadline, but regular work must
be done along the way at its own pace. They do not always dovetail together in the proper order to give the
answers needed for the publication. What I do know is that this stone can not sit on the pull-out shelf of my
antique rolltop desk for very much longer. The need to create the stand is moving up to the top of the list of
chores fast. But first, I need to get it to the lab and grind the face and decide if it will be polished before I
can weld up a stand and base. With the holidays over my schedule is a little more relaxed and I can figure
out how to squeeze few things in. I have about a three weeks of eight hour days just in cleaning, cutting,
lapping and polishing of normal meteorite work. So the smoothing and making of a stand for this stone
might be a month off.

The 429.5 grams piece may or may not be a second mass. My intuition says it is a broken-off piece of the
large mass that we could not fit to anywhere on our big piece. It has dirt on the surface but the fusion crust
is only on one face so could easily be a piece broken off the big mass. If it had fusion crust anywhere else it
would help to prove that it was an individual. It had a ground off area on one side where it was poorly
smoothed to offer a look at the chondrules. I finished the work in that area by grinding it properly and
polishing it. Here is an image of that surface.
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Occasionally a chondrule on a cut and polished face will show its texture in a striking manner. That
happened with the large dark chondrule in the upper right of the image above. I have blown up that
chondrule in the image below. It appears to be a nice polysomatic chondrule.

Sometime in the future I will get the word that this stone is official and it will have a number. By then I might
have another off to some laboratory working its way through to full recognition. This has become a new fun
way to enjoy meteorites as I slow down my buying to just a few a year.
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A Glassy Chondrule in NWA 2833 

by John Kashuba 

 

Northwest Africa 2833 was a single 2,112 gram stone purchased in Erfoud, Morocco in 2005.  It 

was classified as an L3.8 ordinary chondrite, S2, W3 by Wittke and Bunch and published in 

2006. 

 

 
In the hand a slice is busy with crowded chondrules, some of them large.  This slice is about two 

inches across near the top.   

 

 
The thin section used here.   

 

 



 

 

 
Thin section in transmitted light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Thin section in cross-polarized light, XPL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
A barred olivine chondrule near the center of the section in XPL, see above. 

 

 
Another, just left of top center. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
This chondrule appears to be built around a relict grain (blue). 

 

 
The star of our show is this partially glassy, one millimeter diameter chondrule.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
The chondrule cross section is outlined by fine, colorful olivine bars.  Here, if we didn't know 

better, we might think that the dark interior portions are minerals in optical extinction or an 

opaque material.   

 

 
When animated, this GIF steps through views of our field with polarizing filters in four different 

positions.  Other minerals go in and out of extinction but the chondrule's dark interior area 

remains black. 

 

 

 



 

 
In plane polarized light, PPL, we see light through the chondrule so it is not opaque, though the 

surrounding matrix is opaque.  Therefore the mesostasis that remained dark in XPL is glassy. 

 

 
Chondrule with bars, glassy mesostasis and quench crystallites in PPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Chondrule with bars, glassy mesostasis and quench crystallites in XPL. 

 

 
Here the crystallites look like frost on a window but we should remember that they formed in a 

three dimension volume through which this is a thin slice. 

 

 

 



 

 
Their crystalline nature shines in PPL. 
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Dr. Carleton Moore
Mitch Noda

In February 2019, I went to the Tucson Gem and Mineral show to meet some friends. Afterwards, I visited
my good friend Dr. Carleton Moore at Arizona State University (“ASU”) and he introduced me to Dr.
Laurence Garvie, Collection Curator for the ASU Center for Meteorite Studies, then we all went inside
ASU’s meteorite vault. It was an honor and thrill for me to be inside the vault and see all the various
meteorites and tektites in the collection. It had been about ten years since the last time Carleton showed
Kathy, Carter and I around the vault.

The author and Dr. Carleton Moore at the ASU Center for
Meteorite Studies.
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The author and Dr. Laurence Garvie at the ASU Center for Meteorite Studies.

After my visit I reflected on how the ASU Center for Meteorite Studies came about, and how Carleton was
selected as its first Director.

Carleton attended the California Institute of Technology in 1955 to pursue a PhD. At Cal Tech, Linus
Pauling, two time winner of the Nobel prize was the Chemistry department chair. At Cal Tech, Carleton met
geology professor Harrison Brown who was studying meteorites, and who got him interested in meteorites.
Carleton did research and analysis on meteorites while at Cal Tech.

In October 1957, Russia’s launch of Spudnik’s put space exploration at the forefront of America’s ambitions.
The race was on between the Russians and Americans to see who could successfully put a person on the
moon and return them safely back to earth. On 25th May 1961, President John F. Kennedy delivered a
speech before a joint session of Congress. J.F.K. urged Congress, “Finally, if we are to win the battle that is
now going on around the world between freedom and tyranny, the dramatic achievements in space which
occurred in recent weeks should have made clear to us all, as did Sputnik in 1957, the impact of this
adventure on the minds of men everywhere, who are attempting to make a determination of which road they
should take. Since early in my term, our efforts in space have been under review. With the advice of the
Vice President, who is Chairman of the National Space Council, we have examined where we are strong
and where we are not, where we may succeed and where we may not. Now it is time to take longer strides-
time for a great new American enterprise-time for this nation to take a clearly leading role in space
achievement, which in many ways may hold the key to our future on earth.”

In 1958, Arizona State College became Arizona State University (ASU). In an effort to bolster the research
program of the new university, ASU started to become interested in meteorites, and it thought obtaining the
Harvey Harlow Nininger meteorite collection was the way to get into the space race. At the time, H. H.
Nininger amassed the largest private collection of meteorites. Nininger wanted to retire and selling his
meteorite collection would provide the funds for him to do it. In 1958, about half of the Nininger collection
was sold to the British Museum which was a great coup for them. The sale marked a tremendous loss for
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the state of Arizona which had housed the extensive collection first at Nininger’s museum near Barringer
Meteorite Crater, then later in Sedona, Arizona.

George A. Boyd, ASU Coordinator of Research, sought promising research avenues and was familiar with
Nininger’s collection. Boyd, working with the Chemistry Department Chair, Clyde A. Crowly, and ASU
President Grady Gammage, solicited a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) in order to
purchase Nininger’s collection. To bolster its proposal, ASU offered supporting funds from the ASU
Foundation and from Mr. Herbert G. Fales, Vice-President of International Nickel Company, who was a
friend of Nininger through his own interest in meteorites. Fales was a graduate of M.I.T, and now lived in
Arizona, so he felt obligated to support ASU. The Smithsonian museum, University of Arizona and ASU
were all interested in obtaining the collection. The NSF recognized the importance of keeping the remainder
of Nininger’s collection in the United States. The Smithsonian wanted Nininger’s collection very badly. The
NSF wanted a mechanism of checks and balances and did not favor a monopoly by the Smithsonian,
therefore, the Smithsonian did not obtain the collection. Supposedly, Nininger felt he was insulted by the
University of Arizona and did not want to sell the collection to them without a substantial increase in price.
He wanted around $300,000 for his collection. Nininger favored his collection staying in Arizona. On 8th

June 1960, the NSF accepted the ASU proposal with the condition that the university must make the
collection available to qualified scientists from around the world for the purpose of scientific research, so the
meteorite collection would be a research collection.
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A Brenham Meteorode with the associated paperwork from Dr.
H.H. Nininger.

With the Nininger collection headed to ASU, there was a search for a new director. Boyd and George M.
Bateman, Chair of the Division of Physical Sciences, conducted the search. They consulted with Harrison
S. Brown, professor of geochemistry at Cal Tech, who was one of the few scientists in the nation actively
studying meteorites, to find a worthy candidate. Brown was familiar with Nininger and his collection and
recommended one of his students, Carleton B. Moore, for the position. Carleton’s PhD thesis sought
chemical grouping of chondrite meteorites and ultimately helped improve the understanding of chondrite
chemical abundances. Acting on behalf of ASU, Fales flew to Wesleyan University, where Carleton was
teaching to recruit him. In 1961, Carleton visited ASU where he was taken to a recruitment dinner at a
bowling alley. The bowling alley venue did not dissuade Carleton from accepting the Director position.
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In the beginning, the facilities for the Meteorite Center were meager. The Nininger Collection meteorites
went to the chemistry department and they were packed in a closet, in metal bins, in the basement of the
Physical Science building.
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In the spring of 1961, the Center for Meteorite Studies was christened by new ASU President G. Homer
Durham. President Homer Durham was interested in meteorites and enthusiastically supported Carleton
and the Meteorite Center. Homer Durham was very interested in advancing space science at ASU. He
persuaded deans to align with his goals, and made sure Carleton was taken care of in order to advance
space science. Carleton’s first task as Director was to organize a symposium on meteorite research. The
proceedings of the conference were published in Carleton’s book “Researches on Meteorites,” which
provides a snapshot of the state-of-the-art knowledge of meteorites at the time.

Carleton brought in world-renowned meteorite scientists to the Center to work with the collection. Hugo
Birger Wiik, University of Helsinki, who wrote extensive documentation on meteorite compositions while at
ASU. Vagn F. Buchwald, expert on iron meteorites, joined the Center as a visiting professor and his
research at ASU led to the publication of his definitive work “Handbook of Iron Meteorites.” Carleton
convinced Robert Dietz to work at the Center. Dr. Dietz was known for his substantial contributions to the
science of impact craters which were referred to as “Astroblemes.” Chuck Lewis was brought in by Carleton
to curate the meteorite collection. Chuck also went to NASA with Carleton and participated in all the lunar
carbon analyses. Carleton hired Ronald Greeley as Associate Director of the Meteorite Center, who
previously worked on many aspects of space science at NASA Ames research center. For twenty years,
Carleton was the editor of Meteoritics, the journal of The Meteoritical
Society.
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Besides being the head of the Center for Meteorite Studies, Carleton taught as a professor of chemistry and
volunteered to teach geology. Carleton remembers that he was spread thin back in those days, but did not
hesitate to volunteer for an assignment.

Carleton substantially grew ASU’s meteorite collection from the initial 578 meteorites. During his tenure, he
obtained the C.U. Shepard meteorite collection for ASU which substantially grew ASU’s collection. The
meteorites Murchison and Murray helped ASU become the leader in amino acid and other organic molecule
research. Now ASU had the third largest meteorite collection in the world only behind the British Museum
and the Smithsonian. In honor of Carleton’s many contributions to ASU and the Center for Meteorite
Studies [which is now referred to as the School of Earth and Space Science (“SESE”)], ASU named its
meteorite collection the Carleton B. Moore Meteorite Collection. It is now the world’s largest university
based meteorite collection.

Carleton was most proud of three things at ASU. First was accomplishing the feat of making the ASU
meteorite collection into the finest in the world by leading on preserving meteorites and providing them for
research to other scientists. Second was teaching students. Third was being involved in the study of moon
samples from the Apollo missions.

On 16th July 1969, Apollo 11 launched from Cape Kennedy carrying Neil Armstrong, Michael Collin and
Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin towards the moon. On 20th July 1969, Neil Armstrong was the first person to step on
the moon when he famously proclaimed, “. . . one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind.” On
24th July 1969, Apollo 11 returned to earth with precious moon rocks and soil samples weighing 382
kilograms (842 pounds). The astronauts did not find any meteorites on the moon due to the lack of an
atmosphere to slow down the entry, therefore, the potential meteorites would come in too fast and vaporize
upon impact.

NASA was interested in any possible organic material in the lunar samples, so they thought carbon
analyses would assist in seeing if there were any organic material in the moon samples. Prior to the launch
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of Apollo 11, Carleton studied carbon in meteorites to hone his skills when he would do carbon analysis of
the lunar samples. NASA selected Carleton due to his prior carbon research on meteorites. Everett K.
Gibson who had just finished his PhD at ASU on meteorites was at NASA. Carleton was amongst the first
scientists to receive moon samples for research. On 9th October 1969, he traveled to Houston to pick up the
lunar samples. ASU received over 200 samples before any other Arizona schools.

For his experiment, Carleton burned moon soil which turned it into carbon dioxide using an gas chromatic
graph instrument which measured the gas which had about 120 parts per million of carbon. Carleton also
received two or three grams of chips broken off larger lunar stones which he used for experiments.

A person at a lunar receiving lab did not do an adequate job in analyzing carbon from their sample, so
NASA asked Carleton to come to Houston, obtain the proper equipment and set up a parallel experiment for
them. For Apollo 12, Carleton had to go into quarantine along with five or six other scientist when they
handled the moon samples. They were in the same place where the astronauts were quarantined. At the
time, the government wanted to take precautions, in case there was something in the lunar samples
brought back that could infect people and wipe out civilization. Carleton also had to sign a waiver and
release acknowledging that if while in quarantine there was an outbreak, he understood that he may have to
spend the rest of his life in quarantine. Carleton thought it was worth it and signed the document. Carleton
analyzed moon samples from Apollo 11, 12 and 14. By the time Apollo 14 brought back samples, Carleton
no longer had to quarantine to do his experiments.

At Carleton’s retirement, he was given a piece of moon rock. At the time, not even ASU has a lunar rock.
That special lunar piece is one of his favorite specimens in his collection. Carleton to this day, still
participates in meteorite educational outreach programs and brings his piece of the moon with him. Today,
ASU has a big space program and it all started with the meteorite collection. Carleton has an asteroid
named after him, and because the name “Moore” was already used for another asteroid, Carleton’s asteroid
received his first and last name: 5046 Carleton Moore. The meteorite mineral “Carletonmooreite” (Ni3Si)
named after Carleton is in publication in the American Mineralogist. Carleton reflected, “When we are all
long gone, the meteorites will still be here.”



Dr. Carleton Moore at ASU University Club.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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